
 

NID Studio Test : Sample Questions 3 

 

These are the Discipline-wise sample questions asked in NID Studio Test 

 

# Disciplines Sample Questions 

1 Transportation & Automobile 

Design 

Make sketches and doodles for 

micro electric cars. Do not show 

technologies and details. 

2 Lifestyle Accessory Design Draw 4 objects that you handle 

with your thumb and index finger 

3 Product  Design Sketch a non rectangular 

smartphone. Show functions and 

usage. 

4 New Media Design Write a short story using 5 objects - 

comb, matchstick, ice cream, 

scissors & potato. Illustrate the 

story through the visual of one 

frame. Give appropriate title 

5 Textile Design Design a print for a Khadi Bed 

Sheet with your specialised color 

palette with 5 accent colors. The 

combination should be inspired by 

the BRIDAL theme. 

6 Apparel Design Use the junk material to design a 

cover for a bisleri bottle of 10 L. 

The cover should be designed in 

such a way that it keeps water cold. 

7 Ceramic and Glass Design Design a cup for train journey. 

Identify the issues you face while 

train travelling and give solutions 

through design. 

8 Graphic Design List out 5 Different font family that 

can be used for- 

a) Mobile Phone/ Tab 

b) Web site 

c) Magazine 
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d) Seasons Greeting Card   

9 Furniture & Interior Design Design a three door wardrobe with 

balanced proportions 

10 Interaction Design Design a computer mouse for 

people with reduced hand function 

11 Information Design Draw all the steps involved in 

making chapati or roti. 

12 Universal Design Design an escalator in commercial 

places for people with mobility 

impairment which should also be 

useful for people with normal 

mobility. 

13 Design for Retail Experience Make a list of 5 products packaging 

in the following category 

1. Rough 

2. Smooth 

3. Silky 

4. Mushy 

5. Edgy 

6. Velvety 

14 Toy & Game Design Take inspiration from the movie     

MAZE RUNNER- Design a game for      

adults & Take scenario of Mumbai      

city. 

15 Animation Film Design Take an incident which you could 

not speak of because of the 

sensitivity of the subject. Draw a 

sequence of ten frames. And 

narrate the story 

16 Photography Design Check the newspaper. Collect 10 

photos and write down the 

significance of the picture. 

17 Film & Video Communication Using your phone camera, take 5 

shots, such that it makes some 

meaning or have some narration 
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18 Digital Game Design Create a character with clay/paper 

origami and shoot 3 actions of it 

(e.g jumping or flying) in a created 

environment. Write a concept of 

game strategy around it. 

19 Strategic Design Management Give a design solution for an organic 

farmer to increase his profit and 

approach to consumers. 

 

 


